
NEWBORN/SMALL - similar fit to the small size bitti d’lish

Snap down the front of the nappy as far as it can go. Fasten the front wings around 
hips to the required setting for your baby.
As most newborns don’t move around a lot, you may not need to use the hip snaps, 
as the nappy will stay in place without wing droop, you can use them if you wish, 
just fasten when you fasten each wing.
 
SOAKER PADS: You can use either the long soaker snapped on the blue snaps to 
the shortest setting, or the shorter soaker with the mini soaker attached. 
If your baby is a heavy wetter, you may prefer to use the long soaker snapped on 
the blue snaps to the shortest setting, with the mini soaker attached.
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How to use the 
bitti tutto one size nappy
bitti tutto can be used in four different size 
settings to suit babies from newborn (approx 
3kgs) right through to a small child (20kg plus).

 MEDIUM - similar fit to the medium size bitti d’lish

Snap down the front of the nappy to the second smallest setting, leaving one row 
of snaps showing. Fasten the front wings to the required setting for your baby.
You may wish to use the hip snaps to help give a fantastic fit, simply fasten the hip 
snaps at the same time you are fastening the front wings. If using the hip snaps, 
you can tuck the hip snap cover away in the hidden pocket.
 
SOAKERS PADS: You can adjust the soaker pads in any combination of ways 
that you find best suits your baby, but we recommend starting with the following:
For boys use the long soaker pad adjusted to the medium setting, with the mini 
soaker attached, snapped in at the front (yellow to purple).
For girls use the long soaker pad adjusted to the medium setting, with the mini 
soaker attached, snapped in at the back (yellow to yellow).



 

LARGE - similar fit to the large size bitti d’lish

Snap down the front of the nappy to the top row of snaps, leaving two rows of 
snaps showing. Fasten the front wings to the required setting for your baby.
You may wish to use the hip snaps to help give a fantastic fit, simply fasten the 
hip snaps at the same time you are fastening the front wings. If using the hip 
snaps, you can tuck the hip snap cover away in the hidden pocket. (Detachable 
hip snap covers which are simply removed on some nappies.) If you are using 
the outer snaps around the waist and don’t need the hip snaps, replace the hip 
snap covers, so no snaps will touch your baby’s delicate skin.
 
SOAKERS PADS: You can adjust the soaker pads in any combination of ways 
that you find best suits your baby, but we recommend starting with the following:
For boys use the long soaker pad adjusted to the large setting, with the mini soaker attached, snapped in at 
the front (yellow to purple). 
For girls use the long soaker pad adjusted to the large setting, with the mini soaker attached, snapped in at 
the back (yellow to yellow). You can use the shorter soaker pad as well snapped in at the other end if you find 
you need it. 
For night time you can use all three soaker pads, plus add an extra itti bitti mini booster to the short soaker 
pad for extra absorbency.
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EXTRA LARGE - higher rise and larger waist 
adjustment than large size bitti d’lish

Leave the front of the nappy unsnapped, so it is at the maximum length.  
Fasten the front wings to the required setting for your baby. 
You may wish to use the hip snaps to help give a fantastic fit, simply fasten the 
hip snaps at the same time you are fastening the front wings. If using the hip 
snaps, you can tuck the hip snap cover away in the hidden pocket. (Detachable 
hip snap covers which are simply removed on some nappies.) If you are using 
the outer snaps around the waist and don’t need the hip snaps, replace the hip 
snap covers, so no snaps will touch your baby’s delicate skin. 
 
SOAKERS PADS: You can adjust the soaker pads in any combination of ways that you find best suits your 
baby, but we recommend starting with the following:
For boys use the long soaker pad adjusted to the largest setting, with the mini soaker attached, snapped in at 
the front (yellow to purple). 
For girls use the long soaker pad adjusted to the largest setting, with the mini soaker attached, snapped in at 
the back (yellow to yellow). You can use the shorter soaker pad as well snapped in at the other end if you find 
you need it.
For night time you can use all three soaker pads, plus add an extra itti bitti mini booster to the short soaker 
pad for extra absorbency.

bitti tutto vs bitti d’lish

Whilst the bitti tutto is a very trim nappy for a one size nappy, for the ultimate in trimness and perfect fit, 
especially under clothes, you just can’t go past the bitti d’lish sized nappies. You can interchange the soaker 
pads from bitti d’lish and bitti tutto, just bear in mind that you would need to use a medium bitti d’lish booster 
set on the bitti tutto in a medium setting for example.


